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This box of postcards representing Disney's modern classics collects concept artâ€”many pieces
never before publishedâ€”and final frames from ten iconic films made since Disney's renaissance
spanning from The Little Mermaid to Big Hero 6.
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This is a fantastic set of postcards of Disney animated films. This package covers about 25 years of
Disney's recent history, from "The Little Mermaid" in 1989 to "Big Hero 6" in 2014 (complete list of
movies at the bottom of review).Each card measures approximately 3.75 x 5.75 inches (9.5 x 14
cm). The front of each card features a piece of artwork from the film(s) The back is indeed in the
style of a standard postcard, with a few lines for the address as well as a place for the postage
stamp.The art is absolutely fantastic, ranging from near-completed designs to the earliest character
sketches. Much of the imagery should be very recognizable for fans of the Disney movies. I've
included some photos of the postcards in this review (for more images, you can visit my blog - link
can be found in the comments section or by clicking on my reviewer profile).List of Movies (there are
10 postcards for each):- Little Mermaid- Beauty and the Beast- Aladdin- The Lion King- MulanPrincess and the Frog- Tangled- Wreck-It Ralph- Frozen- Big Hero 6*NOTE: For postcards from
early classics like "Snow White" and "Cinderella" you'll want to pick up a different set: The Art of

Disney: The Golden Age (1937-1961).Also, Pixar movies like "Toy Story" and "Cars" are featured in
a separate box: The Art of Pixar: 100 Collectible Postcards

Really like this set, very nice set and a great price.

This box has an excellent selection of postcards. I participate in Postcrossing, and it is nice to have
some postcards from more recent Disney/Pixar movies. I would highly recommend this product. The
postcards are excellent quality, and the value is great for the selection.

Like other Disney box sets I've purchased, you get about 20 really great cards, another 20-40 good
ones, and about 40 that I would never really use, mainly the weird blurry computer generated ones.
I can say the same for all other Disney postcard sets, I've bought them all. All in all, it's definitely
worth the price though, you get your money's worth, even with the 40 or so cheap-y ones.

It's a hit or miss. Though all of the art is gorgeous, it's not exactly what I expected. The pack is
missing some key movies like Tarzan and Hercules and Pocahontas, but overall it's beautiful. I'm
thinking of using them as cards for my disney loving friends :)

I am so happy with these! I bought these as a gift and could not be happier! They are great quality!
The box not so much. But I am so pleased with the actual cards! I cannot wait to give these to my
niece! I will be ordering more for myself! These are one of the best items that I have purchased for .
Also, I have Prime but have not been receiving my packages in 2 days. This was right on time!

I got this set for my birthday. I love to send out snail mail and was running low on postcards. These
are great. They give me a large selection of characters, movies, and styles to choose from. I love
seeing the concept art and abandoned ideas from some of my Disney favorite films.These post
cards are durable, colorful, have a huge selection of styles and movies, and the price is
unbeatable.Recently my daughter has discovered the joy of sending snail mail and often sneaks
into my stash to pick one of these out to send to her friends.I'm really glad I took a chance on these
and will definitely look at ordering other similar sets when these start to run low.

These postcards are amazing if you are a disney fan. There are 100 postcards in the box and it
seemed to me that there weren't many duplicates. I would have liked a better box to put them in,

maybe something that would showcase the postcards in like a binder of some sort but other than
that they are great.
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